BIOGRAPHY
Victor Benoun fell in love with magic when he was just 5 years old. Every Saturday, with
his father, Victor watched The Magic Land of Alakazem starring Mark Wilson. He knew
he was witnessing the impossible, and that fed his appetite for a lifelong passion for
magic.
Victor began performing shows when he was 9 years old at birthday parties, anniversaries
and even in his parent’s garage. To him there was nothing like the experience of magic,
to see and witness miracles, and then sharing this feeling with others.
Fast forward several years into the future, Mark Wilson actually became one of Victor’s
teachers at The World Famous Magic Castle in Hollywood, California where Victor is a
member. Since that time Victor has studied at the world famous Magic and Mystery
School with Jeff McBride.
Magic is as much about what you feel as what you see. Do you feel a sense of wonder
when you experience magic? Do you feel like a kid again? That’s why Victor says, “I just
don’t want you to see a magic show, I want you to experience magic.”
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TESTIMONIALS
“Victor brings charm, warmth and customizable magic to your event. He is the perfect
entertainment solution.”
— Jeff McBride, Las Vegas Headliner
“Victor kept the kids engaged and the parents entertained with great displays of magic
that had all of us saying, ‘Victor, that’s amazing!”
— Eric Stern Den Leader Cub Scout Pack 333.
“I wanted to thank you for providing our Froth and Bubble Foundation staff and
volunteers with the most entertaining performance of your wonderful magic. Spellbound
seems a word most appropriate to describe what we felt after watching coins and cards
and ropes and knots move here, there and everywhere.”
–Jeff Lewis—Founder.
“Your magic is so much fun and amazing. You lined things up so that the entire audience
drew closer together.”
— Pamela Topa Upchurch, Manager- Dilbeck Realtors
“Over 300 guests were enchanted by Victor’s mastery of the magical arts as well as with
his friendly and inviting humor. The special use of props and his personality provided
nonstop fascination to the audience for the entire performance.”
— Elaine Terr-Nurse Manager and holiday party coordinator. Los Angeles County Burn
Center, LAC+USC Medical Center
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